We estimate the effect of leptonic CP violating phases in the minimal seesaw model with two heavy neutrinos N by imposing the approximately µ − τ symmetry on the model. For N subject to the µ − τ symmetry, we find that neutrinos show the normal mass hierarchy and obtain the general phase structure that contains only two phases which arise from µ − τ symmetry breaking terms. To perform similar consideration for N blind to the µ − τ symmetry necessarily giving the inverted mass hierarchy, we assume the same phase structure. Our phases consist of six phases that need to take care of generic phases of flavor neutrino masses, from which one can obtain one Dirac phase and one Majorana phase as observable phases (because one neutrino is massless). The Dirac CP violating phase δ CP (= δ + ρ) depends on the νe − ντ (νe − νµ) mixing phase δ (ρ). The Majorana CP violating phase is suppressed because it depend on ρ, which is found to be associated with almost real quantity.
Introduction
The µ − τ symmetry is the symmetry that provides the consistent sizes of mixing angles with those indicated by experimental data [1] . In the minimal seesaw model [2] with two heavy right-handed neutrinos [3] , we obtain that 1) the normal mass hierarchy is realized if N is subject to the µ − τ symmetry while the inverted mass hierarchy is realized if N is blind to the µ − τ symmetry; 2) we understand how CP violation depends on phases of flavor neutrinos masses; 3) Dirac CP violating phase depends on ν e − ν τ mixing phase δ and Majorana CP violation depends on ν e − ν µ phase ρ, which turns out to be suppressed.
The mass term for neutrinos in the minimal seesaw model is defined as follows:
where Y l and Y ν are Yukawa couplings, and M R is a mass mtrix of N . Three flavor leptons are denoted by L as SU(2) L -doublets and by e R as SU (2) L -singlets, H u,d denote two Higgses and two flavor heavy neutrinos are denoted by N as SU(2) L singlets. If there are three flavorfor N , N can be any combination of N e,µ,τ .
We use e, µ, τ as the suffix of N . We have chosen the base in which Y l is diagonalized. The coupling Y ν and the mass matrix M R are parametraized by
(2) where f 1 ( = f 2 ) = e, µ, τ or other possible combinations surviving as two "light" heavy neutrinos.
The seesaw mechanism yields a neutrino mass matrix:
which satisfies det (M ν ) = 0 in the minimal seesaw model. Hence, at least, one of neutrinos does not have a mass. M ν is diagonalized by Pontecorvo-MakiNakagawa-Sakata Matirix U P MN S = U ν K [4] . We parametrize U ν and K to be [5] :
where U P MN S has three neurino mixing angles θ 12 , θ 13 and θ 23 and six leptonic CP violating phases that are defined as Dirac CP phases: δ, ρ and γ and Majorana CP phases: β 1 , β 2 and β 3 [6] , c ij and s ij represent cos θ ij and sin θ ij . The PMNS unitary matrix converts the left-handed flavor neutrinos into massive neutrinos as 2, 3) . Note that γ is the µ−τ symmetery breaking quantity which is, therefore, generically small. The phases ρ, γ and one of Majorana phases are redundant parameters and therefore the PDG (particle data group) version [7] of the PMNS matrix U P DG P MN S = U P DG ν K ′ can be defined by removing these redundant phases from U P MN S to be:
with δ CP = δ + ρ as a Dirac CP violating phase. We report main results obtained in Ref. [8] . In the next section, we introduce the approximately µ − τ
where the µ − τ symmetrc parts are Y For N subject to the µ − τ symmetry, we require that M R+− ≈ 0, h (−) ij ≪ 1 and that the mixing between N + and N − be small. We obtain that, for ω associated with the N + -N − mixing, ) up to the first order of the breaking terms, where v = 0| H u |0 and ω ≈ 0. In this case, we can absorb all phases of Y (+) ν into phases of ν e,+,− , and therefore, the CP phases only arise from M
µµ . If we consider the second order of the breaking terms, which have been safely neglected, the µ − τ symmetric part M (+) ν includes CP phases. For N blind to the µ − τ symmetry, we obtain that
where θ is the N + -N − mixing angle (c = cos θ, s = sin θ), up to the first order of the breaking terms of h
+µ and h
is not generally real. To performed similary consideration, we assume the same phase structure as the one for N subject to the µ − τ symmetry, namely , M (+) ν is real.
We obtain neutrino masses from Eq.(A5) as
where we have parameterized M (−) ν to be:
The parameter ∆ is defined by s 23
For the normal mass hierarchy, m 2 can be further converted into 
Describing the mass hierarchy
In this section, we argue how the mass hierarchy is described by using Eq.(10) and Eq. (11) . To perform numerical calculation, we have assumed ω = 0 and the tri-bi maximal mixing for M (+) ν [9] which gives sin 2 θ 12 = 1/3, sin 2 θ 23 = 1/2, sin 2 θ 13 = 0. There are three textures. These textures can reproduce respectively the normal mass hierarchy, the inverted mass hierarchy with m 1 ≈ m 2 and the inverted mass hierarchy with m 1 ≈ −m 2 .
Normal mass hierarchy(m 2 ≪ m 3 )
As we can see from Eq. (10), we have the relation for N subject to µ − τ symmetry: The normal mass hierarchy is realized [10] by
for |η| ≪ 1. The condition det (M ν ) = 0 requires the relation p = 2/s. We require that s = 2 for the tri-bi maximal mixing. The neutrino masses are computed from Eq. (12) and Eq. (14) giving
Inverted mass hierarchy
The Eq. (11) gives us the similar relation to Eq.(15) for N blind to the µ − τ symmetry:
leading to m 3 = 0. Therefore Eq. (18) only allows the inverted mass hierarchy with either m 1 ≈ ±m 2 .
The type-I is realized [10] by
for p = 1 to describe the tri-bi maximal mixing and |η| ≪ 1. The neutrino masses are computed from Eq.(12) to be:
The type-II is realized [10] by
for q = 4 to describe the tri-bi maximal mixing and |η| ≪ 1. The neutrino masses are also computed from Eq.(12) to be:
Estimation of CP violating phases
In this section, we estimate sizes of CP phases. Our seesaw model has four phases: three phases from Yukawa couplings and one phase from Majorana phase for heavy neurinos. These phases correspond to one Dirac phase and three Majorana phases.
The CP violating phases of δ and ρ depend on X and Y [5] as (A4), which can be calculated to be:
where we neglect the second order of γ and ∆ because of |γ| , |∆| ≪ 1. From Eq.(A4), we expect that ρ will be suppressed if the term of b 0 (a 0 − σe 0 + d 0 ) in X is not suppressed and this is the case of the present discussions.
We will show that the Dirac CP violating phase δ CP depends on δ and that ρ is suppressed because X is almost real. Please see the detailed numerical results in [8] .
Normal mass hierarchy
We obtain from (16):
from which we can understand the main sources of CP phases as
However, it is numerically underdtood that ρ will be suppress because of |η| ≈ O (0.1) ≫ |b From (17) , ϕ is calculated to be:
Inverted mass hierarchy
In this case, we denote the majorana phase by ϕ = 1 2 (β 1 − β 2 ).
Type-I
We approximately obtain X and Y from (19) as
leading to
which result in
Type-II
We approximately obtain X and Y from (21) as
where ρ is also suppressed in this case . From Eq. (22), we obtain the majorana phase as
In all three cases, the Majorana CP violating phase is found to be suppreesed. We have discussed how the size of leptonic CP violation is estimated from phases of flavor neutrino masses in the approximately µ − τ symmetric minimal seesaw model. We have also discussed that, if N is subject to the µ − τ symmetry, neutrinos show the normal mass hierarchy while, if N is blind to the µ − τ symmetry, neutrinos show the inverted mass hierarchy. The clear dependance of leptonic CP violation on phases of flavor neutrino masses is presented in Eq.(23) for Dirac CP violation described by δ CP = δ + ρ with δ = − arg (Y ) and ρ = − arg (X) and in Eqs.(12) and (14) for Majorana CP violation described by ϕ . Since X is found to be almost real (while Y becomes generically complex), we observe that ρ is suppressed. We have obtain that ϕ ≈ −ρ/4 for the normal mass hierarchy, ϕ ≈ 0 up to ρ 2 for the inverted mass hierarchy with m 1 ≈ m 2 and ϕ ≈ −ρ/6 for the inverted mass hierarchy with m 1 ≈ −m 2 as long as the µ − τ symmetric flavor neutrino masses are taken to be real. It should be noted that the real µ − τ symmetric flavor neutrino masses arise as a general property of neutrinos exhibiting the normal mass hierarchy.
Since Majorana phase turns out to be suppressed because of ρ ≈ 0, to expect larger Majorana CP violation, we may discuss another realization of the µ − τ symmetry for neutrinos. For the same M ν Eq.(3), sin θ 23 ≈ −σ/ √ 2 is taken instead of the present value of sin θ 23 ≈ σ/ √ 2 [10] . In this case, the larger Majorana CP violation is expected because the role of X and Y is almost interchanged and we can find that X becomes complex, yielding larger ρ, thereby, giving larger ϕ, and Y becomes almost real. The detailed discussions based on this expectation will be presented elsewhere [11] .
